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Section 2. Source of Atmospherics and Atmospheric Electricity 

The atmosphere that envelopes our earth is ionized by the influx of vanous 

radiations and particles of cosmic origin in the upper pan of it, while the lowermost 

part in the fa ir-weather regions over land is ionized mainly by the air-borne radio

active substa nces emanating from the earth 's surface. Volcanic and daily living activity 

or mankind are thought to be another main origin of ions in the lowermost atmos

phere. Therefore it is very understandable to see that the atmosphere is maintained 

conductive at all times throughout the earth's environment. 
Through years study on the atmospheric electricity done in the world brought us 

the knowledges tha t there are at least several geophys ical processes in the atmosphere 
and they result in the separation of ions in the atmosphere according to their polari

ties. If some of the processes would become very active in the atmosphere, we could 

see the electric charge separation in it. In other words, we see a n electric field 

generator in the atmosphere, r epresented for example by thunderstorms in the tro
posphere and SQ current system in the lower ionosphere. These being combined 

together. \~e see an electric curren t and field system in concept, constructed in the 

atmosphere below the ionosphere where the geomagne tic effects predominate. 

Thus the fina l aim of our study on the atmospheric electricity is a comprehensive 

understandin g of elect ric aspects of the a tmosphere env ironing the earth as a planet, 

and of the influence of it upon man and biosphere. In these respects we are making 

the approach to atmospheric electrici ty problems at present from a few view points: 

(I ) Thunderstorm as an origin of atmospherics radiation and a generator of global 

atmospheric electric circuit in relation to many kinds of severe weather phenomena, 

for example typhoon, heavy shower etc. in collaboration with Section 5. (2) Atmos

pheric electric phenomena over ocean for a bet te r understanding of global aspects of 

atmosph eric electricity, including man-made pollution problems growin g up over the 

globe. The probl ems are involved in the International Programme on Man and 

Biospere as proposed by UNESCO at the General Conference held in Paris in 1970. 

(3) Atmospheric elect ricity in the upper atmosphere is important for the adva nced 

understanding of thunderstorm and SQ current influenced electric aspects in the 

earth's environment. There arc two ways possible for the approach in this trend. 

The one is the indirect ground based observation and the other is in situ measurement 

of it wi th rocket and ba lloon in the upper atmosphere. Potentials of the atmospheric 
electric measurem ent, on air crafts seem further to give a useful means for the 

stratospheric pollution problem that might be produced by the expected SST fleet s 
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111 this sphere in the near future. 

ln May 1971, the observation 

tn tower fur the atmo~pheri c elec

tricity, const ructed at Sakushima 

Observatory in 1970, got into a 

rou tine work (Fig. I ) . We have 

been measuring there the atmos

pheric electric parameters (densit ies 

of aerosols, condensation nuclei, 

a nd of sm all and large ions; electric 

conductivity, air-ea rth current , ele

ctro-static field ) the meteorological 

pa rameters (visibi lity, sky bright

ness, wind direction, wind speed, 

temperature, d ew point, atmosphe

ric pressure, insolation, a nd ra in). 

\Ve a re going to investigate the 

potentiali ties of the atmospheric 

electric methods a pplied to the 

transport problems of man-made 

pollution and to look for the es

sentia l characteristics of the elec

trical aspect of the fair-weather 

at mosphere. Included in the tower 

Fig. I. The atmospheric e lec tricit y tower at 

Sakushima Observatory. 

routin is the receiving of Loran C (100kHz) signals, which can g ive the informa tion s 
on amplitude, as well as phase, varia tions of their g round waves, or one hop sky 
waves. The information would lead us to the estimation of ionospheric parameters 

Fig. 2. The surrounding c ircumstances of t he atmosp heric electricity tower. 
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(the atmospheric dectric paramctns in the upper atmosphere) at the reflection point. 

Fig. 2 shoiVs the ~urrounding circumstances whe1 t tht obsen·ation t011·c r is involved. 

From July to August 1971 , thunderstorm observation was carried out at Imaichi 

Observatory in cooperation with the members from Section 5. We measured electro

stat ic field changes using vertical antenna and field-mill, and VHF atmospherics 

using horizontal, and vertical dipole antennas, and in vest igated the polarization of 

VHF radio noise clue to nearby lightnings. We also measured. at Imaichi Observa

tory, VLF atmospherics using both of vertical and loop antennas. Corresponding to 

this, we simultaneously measured at Sakushima Observatory, VLF atmospherics using 

vertical and crossed loop antennas. These arc to study the formative characteristics 

of VLF atmospherics radiating from lightning discharges and to investigate the nature 

of short range propagation effects. 

From November 1971 to March 1972 the cruise of Hakuho- Maru from northern

to-southern Pacific gave us the opportunity of an ocean atmospheric electricity ob

servation being carried out in cooperation with the members from Tokyo Science 

University. 

We measured the atmospheric electric parameters such as, dif fusion coefficient 

and density, of condensation nuclei; electric conductivity, space charge, and electro

static field to study the gk•bal aspect of atmospheric electricity and to see the tran

sitional variation in the electricity as we proceed from land to ocean. 

In December 1971 at Hachijyo Island we also measured the diffusion coefficient 

and density, of condensation nuclei ; electric conduct ivity and large ion spectrum, for 

about two weeks to see the potentiali ties of the atmospheric elect ric ity to the measure

ment of atmospheric pollution origination from large city in Honshu Island and to 

the investigation of transport problems of submicron aerosols. 

Morita (1971) measured the electric conductivity and electro-static field in the 

atmosphere over the Pacific, and discussed their consistency with the concept of 

global atmospheric electric circuit. 

Morita, I shikawa and K a nada (1971) made the balloon measurements of positive 

ion density and positive electric conductivity in the altitudes from 1.5 to 19 km using 

Gerdien type condenset·s. The profiles obtained of small ion density a nd conductivity 

show a fair agreement with those d educed from ionizat ion measurements. 

December I, 1971 

- Haruji ISHIKAWA 
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